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After careful review, USI Group Holdings AG (“USI” or the “Company”) has been disposing of certain
peripheral assets which it acquired as part of its reverse acquisition of Goldlink United Limited
(“Goldlink”) in 2013 so that it may focus on its core businesses. It is pleased to announce in that
context that it has entered into an agreement pursuant to which it has sold Tokyo Ventures Pte
Limited, a wholly owned second tier subsidiary of the Company (“Tokyo”), for US$20 million.
Tokyo has been engaged in holding certain non-core investment assets. The purchase price for Tokyo
may be satisfied either in cash or through the transfer to USI of assets and/or securities acceptable to
the Company. Payment must be received in full prior to 31 March 2015.
The Company has also sold Maxiwin International Pte Limited, Fortune Top Investments Pte Limited
and Beaufort Overseas Trading Limited, minor subsidiaries of Goldlink, in exchange for the assumption
by the purchaser of a payable of US$1,367,350 owed by the USI group.
Dr. Volkert Klaucke, the Company’s Chairman, commented: “We are very pleased that the Company
has been able to dispose of some of the non-core assets acquired by it in connection with the
acquisition of Goldlink, particularly as the effect of the sale is to increase shareholders’ funds by U.S.
$25.7 million. The Company continues to focus on developing its core businesses of trading gold, coal
and timber and on its real estate assets in Germany and India”.
Full information concerning the Company’s Board members and other matters are available from
the Company’s website at www.usigroupholdings.ch.
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